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FttO and HQWBA/LL: 
the notification process

• 21 February 2012:
i) draft decision by Dutch NRA (now ACM, then OPTA) concerning the market for
unbundled access to fibre-to-the office (FttO: submarket of market 4 of the
Recommendation):

• draft held that no operator had significant market power (SMP); 

ii) draft decision concerning market 5: high-quality wholesale broadband access and
leased lines (HQWBA/LL):

• finding that HQWBA and LL belong to the same market, irrespective of deliverance over 
copper or fibre; designation of KPN as SMP operator;

• KPN regulated on copper, but not on fibre.

• 21 March 2012: serious doubts by the Commission on both cases; 

• 23 November 2012: new draft decisions on both markets, taking the
Commision’s doubts into account.
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Near-net obligation

• In the new (draft and final) decisions (FttO as well as HQWBA/LL) 
ACM included a “near-net obligation”: at the request of a competitor
KPN had to realise connections to its FttO-network up to 250 meter.

• As to FttO, the near-net obligation was based on the fouding that KPN 
had SMP after-all:

• ACM acknowleged that KPN’s competitors more or less duplicated its
network, but held that KPN had an advantage over its competitors in the case 
of end-users with several sites (“multi-site argument”).

• The multi-site argument also was instrumental in imposing
obligations to KPN regarding access over fibre in the HQWBA/LL-
market.
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Suspension of the near-net obligation

• KPN filed for a temporary arrangement, aimed at the suspension of 
the near-net obligation imposed in the FttO- and HKWBA/LL-
decisions.

• This suspension was granted in ECLI:NL:CBB:2013:CA2714, 11 June
2013 (Doolaard):

• Doolaard casted doubts whether the near-net obligation could be based on 
(the Dutch implementation of) Article 12, paragraph 1, of the Access 
Directive: 

“1. A national regulatory authority may (…) impose obligations on operators 
to meet reasonable requests for access to, and use of, associated facilities”:

Doolaard apparently regarded connections of up to 250 meter as too essential
to be regarded as “associated facilities”.
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The fate of the FttO-decision

• Following the Commission and BEREC, in the final decision ACM had found SMP for KPN 
and consequently imposed obligations (including the near-net obligation).

• However, in ECLI:NL:CBB:2013:273, 18 December 2013 (Kerkmeester, Stam, Albers) the
decision was annulled: the evidence was insufficient for the conclusion that the market 
was not competitive:

• if the growth of KPN was equal to that of the market as a whole, according to ACM its market 
share at the end of the regulatory period would be 45-50%; no reason to assume that KPN would
grow faster than the market, as a matter of fact its main competitor Eurofiber was growing faster
than KPN;

• ACM had moreover failed to take into account the market share of local and regional competitors;
• the multi-site argument was not convincing; competitor Eurofiber insisted that it was able to

compete with KPN, but that regulation would undermine this ability (users would opt for KPN’s
regulated tariffs); 

• the low prices charged by KPN did not seem to be predatory, but rather an indication of tough
competition.
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The Court of Justice on the Danish case

• Request for a preliminary ruling from the Østre Landsret (Denmark), 
in the case TDC A/S (telecomoperator) v Teleklagenævnet (Danish 
NRA), concerning the obligation to install drop cables over a 
maximum distance of 30 metres in order to connect the end-user to 
the fibre optic network that serves to provide high speed access.

• Court of Justice C-556/12, 19 June 2014: 
• the national regulatory authority has the power to impose an obligation to

install, at the request of competing operators, a drop cable not exceeding 30 
metres in length connecting the distribution frame of an access network to
the network termination point at the end-user’s premises, 

• as long as that obligation is based on the nature of the problem identified, 
proportionate and justified which is a matter for the referring court to verify. 
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Consequences for the Dutch near-net 
requirement in HQWBA/LL

• differences between Danish and Dutch case (FttH v FttO, no 
alternative network in Denmark, maximum of 30 v 250m, etc.) no 
reason not to follow the CoJ-decision;

• unlike Doolaard in his temporary decision, the CoJ obviously saw no 
objection in article 12 Access Directive: near-net requirement may be
brought under “associated facilities”;

• so CBb (Dutch court) had to determine whether the obligation was 
A) based on the nature of the problem identified;

B) proportionate and justified. 
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The decision on HQWBA/LL

• ECLI:NL:CBB:2015:280, 3 September 2015 (Kerkmeester, Eggeraat, 
Albers):

• no doubts as to SMP of KPN on the total market (including copper as well as 
fibre);

• obligations concerning copper upheld;

• as to the determination to be made following the CoJ-decision:

• the near-net obligation already failed under A) since it clearly was not based on the
problem identified:

• according to ACM the problem was lack of (primary: infrastructure-)competition;

• but the requirement made things worse: as pointed out (again) by Eurofiber (the main
competitor of KPN as to glass fibre) competitors would be driven out of the market, because
telco’s would buy access at KPN’s regulated prices.
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Final decisionmaking

• Since 1 January 2013 the Dutch General Administrative Law includes
article 8:41a: “as far as possible, the administrative judge makes a 
final decision in the case before him” (rather than e.g. sending the
case back to the NRA for a new decision):

• in the FttO-case: straightforward, since the national circumstances did not
support the designation of KPN as an SMP operator (irrepairable lack of 
motivation), the decision was annulled;

• in the HMQBA/LL: the court imposed the same obligations to KPN (only
concerning access to copper, not to fibre) as ACM had done in its original
draft of 21 February 2012.
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Conclusion: The Dilemma between Harmonisation
and Specific National Circumstances

• The FttO- and HQWBA/LL-cases follow a familiair pattern:
1) ACM makes a draft decision on the basis of a thorough analysis of the

specific Dutch circumstances;

2) the European Commission objects on the basis of arguments referring to
the internal market (regulation in draft is different than in other countries);

3) ACM rewrites the decision in the sense that the outcome is in accordance
with the demands of the Commission;

4) but not much has changed in the underlying motivation (in these cases 
essentially only the multi-site argument was added);

5) the CBb concludes that the new outcome is not (sufficiently) supported by
the motivation.
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